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Her favorite hunt-and-find adventures are now reissued with a bold new design.Maisy mavens will

love to look for her in WHERE IS MAISY?, a happy lift-the-flap board book adventure from

award-winning author-illustrator Lucy Cousins.
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If you are the parent of a young child, you probably know who Maisy is. She's a mouse with a duck,

a squirrel, an elephant, and a crocodile for friends. Why the crocodile isn't trying to eat the others is

beyond me, but that's life in Maisy's world.Both of my daughters love the Maisy books; there's

something about their simple stories and colorful pictures that even appeals to adults. The books

are short and easy to read. But, the stories are never obnoxiously simplistic, like so many other

books for small children.This is a lift the flap book in which the childen are lifting flaps in search of

Maisy. They find all of her friends before finally locating Maisy. That sneaky little mouse; hiding at

the end of the book. One caution, the kids might get a little aggressive with the flaps and tear a few,

resulting in the purchase of a new lift the flap book.

My 16 month old son was not interested in sitting long enough for me to read him a book -- until this

one. Not that it is lengthly, but he wants to repeat it indefinitely and finds it HILARIOUS. Now he's



bringing me books all day, but this is his favorite. "Is Maisy in the boat?" I ask. "Naw!" he says, and

laughs. The only problem is how to separate him from it.

My 7 month daughter loves this book. She is someone that gets bored if she sees something more

than once. But we read this book every morning, she always enjoys lifting the flaps.

Purchased for 2 yo. She LOVES it! It's super cute, fun to read board book. This was also a favorite

for my 10 & 13 yo. when they were toddlers. Still have the 1st but it's a bit "read" so had to get a

new one. We actually named one of our dogs Maisy because we love to read about her.

I'm not entirely taken with the Maisy character but all the grandkids like her, (although especially

granddaughter Maisie). I am taken with the calm and gentle story and the fun everyone has lifting

the flaps. Flaps are always fun, but trying to find Maisy adds an extra dimension. And, the book is

well made, so the flaps have held up under repeated use by little hands, which isn't always the case

with flap books. All of the Maisy books are good choices, displaying Maisy's good behavior,

cheerfulness and kindness, but without a heavy message feel.

I will copy my review from another maisy book because I feel the same about both books :Great

board book with fun interactive flaps! I've been reading this to my daughter since she could sit up

and pay attention. When she was under 1, she liked the bright colors and interacting with the flaps

in the book. Once she could talk she would help me read the book. Even now we read books that

are more advanced, but she still asks for this once every once in a while. That's fine I'm just glad

she enjoys reading and our book time.This is one of the books I buy for friends with newborns / for

first birthdays.It's one of my daughter's favorites and we have gotten so much mileage out of it, and

usually folks already have 2-3 copies of the new kid standards (dear zoo lift-the-flap and roger

knapp's I love you forever)

Love this book. It's adorable and in good quality. I got this with 's book promotion (books 30% off on

holidays) and only pay about $2.8. My 6 month old daughter read it with me and sometime tried to

lift the flap. It's fun. This is the first Maisy book I purchased and plan on buy a few more when there

is a sale on.

I bought few of these lift the flap type of Maisy books to entertain my 18 months old during the cross



continental flight and they did the job!! They kept him entertained and he wanted me to read over

and over so he can lift the flaps. Hope it was a little longer with few more pages but still like these

books.
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